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NOTES ON THE SEALING INDUSTRY 
OF EARLY AUSTRALIA 
[By J. C. H. GILL, B.A., LL.B.] 
(AU rights reserved.) 
(Read at a Meeting of the Society on 23 February 1967.) 
Last year, when I read you my "Notes on the Genesis of 
the A ustralian Whaling Industry and its Subsequent Develop-
ments up to 1850," I mentioned that I had studiously avoided 
references to the Seal fisheries. Although this trade was in 
some respects closely aUied to whaling—in fact some pro-
tagonists went after both whales and seals — it involved 
different methods and was not as long lived an industry as 
the whaling. 
There is also available a wealth of material about the seal-
ing industry, which in its own way was every bit as colourful 
as the whaling; therefore it seemed to merit being dealt with 
in a separate paper. However, like the whaling, that very 
wealth of material makes it necessary to deal with the subject 
of the sealing industry in a paper of this nature in the form of 
notes rather than an attempt at a definitive account, although 
an attempt has been made to give the notes narrative form. 
VICTIM OF OIL HUNGER 
The seals of Australasia, like the whales of this area, 
became, but not to the extent of the whales, the victims of 
the oil-hunger of the advancing machine technology of the 
Industrial Revolution. There were some who regarded seal 
oil as infinitely superior to whale oU."^ However, what really 
brought about the near extinction of the seals in this area was 
the value of their skins, firstly on the Chinese market and 
secondly, in the fur-felt hat making process invented by a 
Mr. Chapman in England in the late eighteenth century.'^' 
Seals are marine mammals belonging to the pinniped 
group. Pinnipeds are dog-like carnivores which have become 
to a certain extent adapted to a marine existence. They have 
developed stream-lined bodies insulated by blubber and hair 
and also a capacity for spending much time under water. 
The hair when wet gives the animals a sleeker, slimmer and 
darker appearance than when dry. In the fur seals, a dense, 
short underfur occurs beneath the outer hairs. 
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The seal type pinnipeds with which we are concerned are— 
• The Tasmanian Fur Seal (Arctocephalus tasmanicus). 
These occur in breeding colonies in south-eastern Aus-
tralia from near Port Stephens, N.S.W., to Western 
Victoria, including Tasmania and surrounding islands. 
Adult males grow to about 7ft. long; adult females to 
about 5ft. 
• The Australian Sea Lion (Neophoca cinerea). Breeds 
in south-western Australia an(l is not known east of 
Kangaroo Island. The adults have no underfur. They 
are bigger and heavier than fur seals. 
• Southern Elephant Seal (Mirounga leonina). Breeding 
colonies at many places in temperate southern hemis-
phere. Bred at King Island until colony destroyed by 
sealers in early nineteenth century. Adult males grow 
to about 20ft. long; adult females to about lift. This 
disparity in size between the sexes is exceptional.*^^^ 
METHODS OF HUNTING 
Australasian sealing followed the old lines; the seals were 
clubbed or stabbed while ashore. The later pelagic sealing 
of the North Pacific, where seals were shot at sea, was not 
practised in Australasia. At the peak of the industry Aus-
tralian sealers combed almost every rock, reef and island 
from Amsterdam Island to the Chathams and from Kangaroo 
Island to Macquarie Island, and some few went as far as the 
South Shetlands. The trade drew to Australia ships from 
America, England, India and Mauritius.^'" 
While at Dusky Sound, New Zealand, from 26 March to 
11 May 1773, Captain Cook remarked on the great numbers 
of seals to be found on the small rocks and islets near the 
sea coast. In January 1788 Captain John Hunter, during 
the progress of the First Fleet to its destination, saw many 
animals playing alongside the ship near South Cape, Tas-
mania. They were no doubt seals, though Hunter "judged 
them to be something of the sea-otter.""^ 
The first recorded report of an attempt to exploit the 
Australian seal fishery occurs in a letter written by Governor 
PhiUip to Secretary Stephens on 18 November 1791. He 
says that "Mary Ann" and "Matilda" had run to the south-
ward in search of seals, but did not see any fish.'® These 
vessels were two of the five southern whalers, which had 
formed part of the Third Fleet, and which, once they had 
discharged their cargoes of convicts in Port Jackson, 
embarked on whaling and/or sealing ventures off the Aus-
tralian coast before proceeding to their ultimate destinations 
off the North-West Coast of America. 
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CAPTAIN RAVEN'S VENTURE 
On 2 November 1793 Captain William Raven of the ship 
"Britannia" (owned by John St. Barbe of London"^) wrote 
to his friend, Philip Gidley King, and told him how he had 
planned, after the discharge of Britannia's cargo of stores in 
Port Jackson, where she arrived on 25/26 July 1792, to 
proceed to Dusky Bay, on the shores of the South Island of 
New Zealand, to procure seals' skins for the China market. 
However, whilst in Port Jackson the ship was chartered for 
a voyage to the Cape of Good Hope for stores and saUed from 
Port Jackson on this mission on 23/24 October 1792. 
As the quickest voyage from Port Jackson to the Cape and 
return was to be obtained by a circumnavigation of the globe 
eastabout from Port Jackson, Raven called at Dusky Bay 
Islands on 3 November 1792, where a volunteer party (11 
men< '^) under the Second Mate (Leith) and the carpenter 
were established at Facibe Harbour in a buUding (40ft. x 
18ft. X 15ft.), which they erected, with provisions for 12 
months and materials for the building of a small vessel (as 
a means of escape if "Britannia" failed to return). 
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On 1 December 1792 "Britannia" sailed east for the Cape. 
On 26 June 1793 "Britannia" arrived back at Port Jackson 
from the Cape. After discharging her cargo, she sailed on 
8 September 1793 for Dusky Bay where she arrived on 27 
September 1793. Raven found his party in good health 
except for one man (Thomas Wilson) and that they had 
collected 4,500 seal skins during his absence although short 
of tackle to kill them with. The small vessel was nearly 
completed but what became of her is not related. "Britannia" 
again being on charter, this time for Calcutta, sailed thence 
after picking up her sealing party.^'^ 
The building of a small vessel by "Britannia's" seaUng gang 
is of interest. Later on it became a common practice, as you 
will hear, for what was virtually the mother ship of a sealing 
expedition to carry the timbers and materials for the con-
struction of a small and handy vessel to operate in and about 
the seal rookeries. 1 would conjecture that "Britannia's" off-
spring was not wasted, as when she went to Dusky Bay in 
September 1793 she was accompanied by the Colonial 
Schooner "Francis" which then kept company with her as 
far as Norfolk Island where "Francis" remained. Thus, the 
Sydney authorities knew of the small vessel abuilding at 
Dusky Bay and some arrangements were no doubt made for 
her completion and eventual sailing out — probably to 
AustraUa. 
From 1793 to 1798 the extent of the seaUng industry is 
not very clear. The main information is to be obtained from 
shipping arrivals and departures recorded in Sydney during 
this period.""^ 
An American snow, the "Fairy" of Boston, was in Sydney 
between 29 October and 10 November 1793 to refresh 
(water, firewood and provisions were the usual require-
ments). She carried a cargo of seal skins apparently obtained 
from St. Paul and destined for the China market. 
Then, on 23 January 1796, the storeship "Ceres" arrived, 
having called at Amsterdam Island en route from England. 
As her next destination was Canton, it is reasonable to assume 
she had caUed at Amsterdam Island to coUect seal skins. 
The Boston ship "Otter" arrived a day later with seal skins 
from Amsterdam Island and bound for China. 
Of interest is the report that in January 1796 there arrived 
at Norfolk Island with a party of castaways the 65-ton 
schooner "Providence," which had been built at Dusky 
Sound. She saUed on 31 January for China. 
WRECK OF THE "SYDNEY COVE" 
On 8 February 1797 the ship "Sydney Cove," owned by 
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Campbell Clark & Co. of Calcutta, bound for Sydney with 
a speculative cargo of spirits and merchandise, was wrecked 
on Preservation Island near the eastern entrance of Bass 
Strait. Captain Hamilton despatched his first mate, Mr. Hugh 
Thompson, and 16 of the crew in the longboat in an endeav-
our to procure assistance from Sydney. The longboat was 
wrecked in a fierce storm off the coast of New South Wales 
on 2 March. 
After incredible hardships the three survivors of the whole 
party reached Sydney in May. On 30 May the colonial 
schooner "Francis" was despatched by Governor Hunter to 
Preservation Island where she rescued Captain Hamilton 
and some of his crew and salvaged some of "Sydney Cove's" 
cargo. The rest of the crew remained with the balance of the 
cargo. 
On 1 February 1798 Hunter again sent the "Francis" 
(WilUam Reed, IVIaster) on a third voyage to Preservation 
Island to rescue the balance of the shipwrecked mariners and 
as much of the remaining cargo as could be saved. 
V Iv^ .•':.€/*•: "11 vz<^ 
CAPTAIN JOHN HUNTER 
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FLINDERS VISITS THE FURNEAUX 
More importantly he "sent in the schooner Lieutenant 
Flinders of the 'Reliance,' a young man well-qualified, in 
order to give him an opportunity of making what observation 
he could among those islands" (the Furneaux Group). '" ' 
Flinders made full and valuable use of the short time avaU-
able to him in exploring, observing, and charting. The prin-
cipal geographical result was the discovery of the Kent Group 
of Islands, which Flinders named in honour of the command-
ing officer of H.M.S. "Supply." He also discovered, at least 
some of and remarked upon, the great seal rookeries of the 
Furneaux, and other groups lying in the eastern end of 
Bass Strait. He also had cause to doubt Furneaux's pro-
nouncement that Van Diemen's Land joined the mainland; 
the strong westward set of the tides could in his view only 
be occasioned by a passage through to the Indian Ocean."^' 
BASS NAMES SEAL ISLAND 
Bass, who had sailed from Sydney on the famous whale-
boat voyage to explore the coast to the south on 3 December 
1797, had discovered and entered Western Port on 5 January 
1798. He had seen many seals on the islands adjacent to 
Furneaux Land as he named it in the mistaken belief that it 
had been sighted by that navigator; later, with Flinders, he 
was instrumental in having this feature renamed Wilson's 
Promontory by Hunter. On the return journey, he investi-
gated the commercial possibilities of sealing in these islands. 
He named Seal Island to the east of Wilson's Promontory and 
also Sealers' Cove on the eastern side of the Promontory, 
where there was plenty of fresh water and wood enough to 
boil down any quantity of blubber that might be obtained by 
sealers using the cove. Bass returned to Sydney on 25 January 
1798 convinced of the existence of a strait between Van 
Diemen's Land and the mainland.'"' 
Of the seals Bass had this to say on 29 January 1798 of 
Seal Island: 
"The number of seals is by no means equal to what we 
had been led to expect," and that "there are seals more or 
less on all the islands on both sides of Furneaux's Land."""*' 
I take it that he means that closer investigation of Seal 
Island revealed that the rookery was not as extensive as they 
had thought from the impression gained when they passed it 
earUer in their voyage. 
FLINDERS AND BASS IN "NORFOLK" 
On 7 October 1798 Flinders, with Bass, sailed from Sydney 
in the 25-ton sloop "Norfolk" (built at Norfolk Island from 
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local pine), commissioned by Hunter to sail "beyond Fur-
neaux' Islands, and, should a strait be found, to pass through 
it, and return by the South end of Van Diemen's Land." 
They were accompanied by the sealer "Nautilus" commanded 
by Charles Bishop, Bass's future partner in the "Venus." 
"Nautilus" returned to Sydney on 25 December 1798 with 
5,000 seal skins of the best quality, and some tons of seal oU, 
having left 14 people on Cape Barren Island to collect skins 
and oil. For the skins he received what appears to be an 
unbeUevably low price of $169, whilst for the oil he received 
$450. Of course, these amounts may represent actual cash 
received and he may have received barter commodities (such 
as supplies for his ship) which would bring the price up to a 
more reasonable level. 
In the meantime, FUnders and Bass in the "Norfolk" con-
tinued their journey of exploration, proved the existence of 
the Strait, examined the coasts of Van Diemen's Land and 
adjacent islands and returned to Sydney on 12 January 1799. 
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The accounts of this voyage mention the many seals seen in 
rookeries in the Furneaux and Hunter Groups and on the 
islands off the East Coast of Van Diemen's Land."^* 
CAPE BARREN ISLAND VENTURE 
Bishop's Cape Barren Island venture was highly success-
ful. It yielded 9,000 seal skins of first quality and several 
tons of oU. Bass had been invaUded from further service in 
H.M.S. "Reliance" for return to England. He sailed with 
Bishop in "Nautilus" from Sydney on 29 May 1799 bound 
for Macao and Canton where Bishop proposed to sell the ship 
and return to England. Macao was reached on 17 August 
1799, where the cargo was sold for fourteen thousand doUars 
and the ship for $4,000."" 
Flinders published in 1801 the results of voyages of the 
"Francis" and "Norfolk." It is interesting to note that he 
says of the Furneaux Group that "seals inhabit most of the 
rocky points and isles. They are both of the hair and fur 
kind. Some of the latter are of a good fur, but there seems 
to be every gradation. The seals were most numerous upon 
the south-eastern points of Cape Barren Island, but they are 
now mostly destroyed.""'* 
This would tend to indicate that Bishop's activities had 
depleted the seal population of Cape Barren Island to the 
extent that it was no longer economic to operate there; hence 
Bishop's cessation of activities. Flinders returned to England 
before Bass saUed for Australia and the latter would have 
brought him up to date on the state of the seal fishery at 
Cape Barren Island. 
For a while the seal fishery seemed to languish, and on 
8 September 1799 John Thomson wrote to Captain Schanck, 
somewhat gloomily, "I am afraid the sealskin trade will not 
answer. A small vessel from China has been six months 
among some islands in Latitude 38 deg. and returned with 
only 1,500 skins. In that latitude has been lately discovered 
a strait dividing Van Diemen's Land from New South Wales; 
a lieutenant (Flinders) belonging to the 'Reliance' lately 
passed through them and returned around the South Cape. 
There are some islands in these straits where seals appeared 
more numerous than where the vessel had been sealing.""^' 
SEALS ON N.S.W. COAST 
The other, brighter, side of the coin was presented in 
"Saunders' News Letter" of 13 November 1799— 
"Immense numbers of seals have Ukewise been dis-
covered on the coast to the southward of Port Jackson. 
The "Nautilus" and another vessel are employed in this 
fishery.""^) 
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The unnamed vessel referred to by Thomson and in the 
News Letter may have been the American vessel "Semi-
ramis.'"^"^ 
On 14 December 1799 the schooner "Martha" (William 
Reed) arrived at Sydney from Bass Strait with 30 tierces of 
seal oil and 1,000 seal skins (according to CoUins) or 1,300 
(according to the Historical Records of Australia).'^^\ 
Captain Reed (the name is sometimes spelt "Reid") is 
credited with the discovery of the southern part of King 
Island on a sealing expedition from Port Jackson'^^) probably 
in 1800. 
In a marginal note to a letter from Baudin, written in 
1802, Governor King stated that Reed discovered King Island 
in 1798. If so. Reed may have passed through the Strait 
before Bass and FUnders and have pioneered seaUng there 
before Bishop.'^^). This seems doubtful, as in 1798 and 
1799 Reed was commander of the colonial schooner 
"Francis," which does not appear to have sailed further west 
into Bass Strait than the Kent and Furneaux Groups.'^'" 
In March 1800 Reed again took "Martha" to Bass Strait, 
collected a cargo of oil and skins and visiting Cape Barren 
Island brought the "Nautilus" sealing gang from there to 
Sydney.'25) 
About 3 May 1800 the transport "Friendship," which had 
arrived with convicts on 15 or 16 February preceding, saUed 
for Bengal with 35 barrels of oU and 367 seal skins; she was 
one of the first ships not actually engaged in the trade to 
take an export cargo of this nature from Sydney.'^" 
On 12 January 1801 the brig "Harbinger" arrived at 
Sydney from the Cape with general merchandise.'^''' She 
had sailed through Bass Strait at the beginning of the month 
and sighted the northern portion of King Island, which the 
master, John Black, gave its name in honour of the 
Governor.'^^' 
Because of the tendency of the convicts to endeavour to 
make escapes by sea in anything that would float. Hunter had 
found it necessary on 9 October 1797 to forbid the buUding 
of any boats whatsoever for the use of private persons.'^" 
BOOM PERIOD BEGINS 
However, with the discovery of the Bass Strait seal 
rookeries, agitation commenced for the colonists to be able 
to engage in the trade. Before Hunter's departure, towards 
the end of 1800, Governor King reports that application was 
made to him by some enterprising people for leave to catch 
seals on and about Furneaux' Islands, which was granted.'^"' 
This, 1 think, marks the beginning of the boom period of the 
industry. 
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The merchants of Port Jackson equipped small craft and 
despatched them to the Strait with sealing gangs for distribu-
tion among the islands with gear and stores for the establish-
ment of seaUng camps. Most of the islands in the Strait thus 
soon became infested with bands of lawless sealers known as 
"sea rats," who were a menace to small ships passing through 
the Strait."" However, it was several years after 1800 before 
this stage was reached. 
KING'S ENTHUSIASM 
The enthusiasm of Governor Hunter to estabUsh the whal-
ing and sealing industries and develop an export trade in oU 
and skins was apparent to an even greater degree in Governor 
King. 
On 8 July 1801 King wrote to the Duke of Portland urging 
the development of Western Port. He said— 
"The important situation of that port and its relative 
connexion with this settlement (Sydney) points it out as a 
proper and necessary place to have a settlement at, not 
only from its convenient situation in the centre of the straits 
for ships to stop at, either by reason of adverse winds or 
any other cause, but also from its advantageous situation 
for a seal fishery, which will be more particularly explained 
on the chart sent by the "Albion" which has been ably 
surveyed by Ensign BarralUer of the New South Wales 
Corps."'") 
In London, Hunter continued to foster the interests of the 
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colony. On 22 March 1802, in a report to Under Secretary 
King, he had this to say, among other things— 
"SmaU vessels would be convenient in the proper seasons 
amongst the islands off the south part of the coast, where 
they sometimes find many seals; but this kind of business 
would be better in the hands of private individuals, if per-
mitted to build vessels fit for such purpose."'"' 
•HARRINGTON" NOTORIOUS 
Meantime, back on the local scene, it is worth noting that 
on 2 November 1801 the New Haven ship "Hope" arrived in 
Sydney with a cargo of 34,000 seal skins and 555 dozen other 
skins. She departed for China on 15 November. It is not 
indicated where she obtained this immense cargo, but I 
suspect it was from New Zealand and surrounding islands 
rather than from Bass Strait. However, on 14 December 
1801 the snow "Harrington" brought in 3,000 hair and fur 
skins and 2,500 gallons of seal oil from the south.'^"" The 
"Harrington" (owned by Captain William CampbeU) con-
tinued to slip in and out of the Australian scene for the next 
seven years. She gained notoriety on two counts; first, when 
she was piratically seized from Farm Cove on 17 May 1808 
by Robert Stewart and his associates and subsequently recap-
tured in March 1809 by the "Phoenix" frigate when the latter 
was en route to ManUa. WhUe in custody of "Phoenix," she 
was lost on the coast of Luzon.'^^' 
The second instance was in effect posthumous; in 1811 an 
extraordinary rumour was circulated that Captain Campbell 
of the Harrington, in or about the year 1803, had brought 
intelligence to Port Jackson that the "Venus" had been taken 
by the Spaniards, and Mr. George Bass and the crew had 
been sent either to the mines or further inland. The con-
troversy as to the fate of Bass yet remains to be resolved.'^" 
OPENING UP SOUTH COAST 
The opening up of the south coast of Australia continued. 
Murray took the "Lady Nelson" into Port PhiUip in January 
1802.'"' From 6 December 1801 Flinders was coasting 
southern Australia east from the Leeuwin. On 22 March 1802 
he reports on the newly discovered Kangaroo Island that the 
tameness of the kangaroos and the presence of many seals 
led him to the conclusion that the island was not inhabited. 
On 22 April 1802 he landed on King Island, and found one 
very fat seal but did not see any sea elephants.'^*' The 
reference to sea elephants is probably hindsight. 
Flinders was in Port Jackson when the ubiquitous 
"Harrington" arrived there on 1 June 1802 laden with 500 
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gallons of elephant oil and 5,200 seal skins.'^" The source of 
this cargo becomes evident when we find King writing to Sir 
Joseph Banks on 5 June 1802, in these terms— 
"The great number of sea elephants, prime and other 
seals, that are throughout these Straits and all up the south-
west coast, will make this (Port Phillip) a place of great 
resort, if the oyl of the elephant or skins are held in request, 
but at present we are told that the China market is quite 
glutted with them; however that may not always be the 
case." 
About "King's Island" he had this to say in the same 
letter— 
" 'Harrington' (Captain CampbeU) returned to Port 
Jackson after being four months absent, six weeks of 
which time was in a very snug place on the Western side 
of King's Island fiUing with prime seal skins and elephant 
Oyl"(40) 
FRENCH ON THE SCENE 
Despite the state of war that had existed between England 
and France, the word had got around that Bass Strait was 
full of seals. The Treaty of Amiens was signed on 25 March 
1802. On 9 September 1802 the French schooner "Surprise" 
(L'Entreprise), commanded by a Captain Alexandre Le 
Corre, presented itself at Port Jackson and requested leave 
to repair storm damage. She had sailed from Isle of France 
(Mauritius) on 26 July 1802, bound on a sealing voyage on 
the coast of New Holland. King through his Naval Officer, 
(Surgeon) John Harris, whUst permitting the repairs directed 
that as he had no official instructions regarding foreigners 
fishing or sealing on the coasts and islands of the Territory 
of New South Wales, he could give no general permission. 
However, Le Corre was granted a particular permission 
but had to keep clear of localities where colonists had been 
given exclusive rights, namely, Cape Barren and adjacent 
islands and King's Island at the west entrance of Bass 
Strait.''*" The cat was truly among the pigeons. 
On 9 November 1802 King wrote to Lord Hobart reporting 
on the sealing in Bass Strait by colonists in small vessels and 
the China trade in skins, which at that time brought little as 
skins had fallen in value. 
"However," King continued, "as this is the most con-
siderable among the very few natural productions of this 
country that can be esteemed commercial, and as they will 
always be received in China, I have, and shaU, encourage 
that pursuit as much as possible to those who may be of 
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industrious and enterprising dispositions among the inhabi-
tants." 
After this build-up for the colonial trade, he then reports 
the presence of Le Corre and asks for instructions as to how 
he is to deal with foreigners who seek to encroach on the 
colonists' preserves.'''^' 
FRENCH SHIP LOST 
His plea for instructions remained unanswered, but as 
regards the French the problem was solved in a twofold 
manner; hostilities between England and France were resumed 
on 18 May 1803 and "Surprise" (with Le Corre and most 
of his crew) was lost in bad weather in the Strait. King, who 
was normally a humane man, reported, with what amounted 
to satisfaction, to Lord Hobart on 9 May 1803— 
"The French schooner 1 mentioned in a former letter 
which arrived here from the Isle of France to catch seals, 
etc., in the Straits, was lost among the Cape Barren Islands, 
which may stop any more adventurers from that 
quarter.""'^' 
The Sydney Gazette of 12 March 1803 says the wreck 
occurred on The Sisters, further north. 
However, as we shall see, he still had to reckon with the 
Americans, who really became a thorn in his side. 
Before we move on to this, some interesting sidelights are 
worth recording. Benefiting by the honeymoon atmosphere 
of the Treaty of Amiens, Surgeon Thomson took passage 
from Sydney to Europe in the French exploration ship 
"Naturaliste" (Captain Hamelin), the consort of Baudin's 
"Geographe." 
SURGEON THOMSON'S OBSERVATIONS 
An observant man, he kept in correspondence with King 
and in a letter dated 18 January 1803, which was written in 
the form of a journal, he had this to say on 9 December 
1802, whUst at King's Island: 
"I was yesterday the whole day on shore. I found in 
the bay an officer and seven men belonging to the 
'Margaret' which left this on 8 July for Otaheite. They 
have killed about fifty elephants in less than a month 
after the vessel had saUed which filled all their casks, 
yielding about 6,000 gallons of oU. They have had very 
indifferent success in sealing, having only got about 600 
prime skins, most of which they procured from a very 
small island, lying about two mUes off the extreme point 
of the bay to the northward. Mr. Palmer has a gang of 
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hands on the other side of the islands, but I do not know 
their success. 
"The seals from continual harassing, seem to have for-
sook the island, and I am much afraid, from similar con-
tinued interruption, the elephant will be forced to seek 
some other haunts, and from there being none of these 
animals found in any of the other islands in the straits, it 
is probable that there are some particular causes, such as 
matter for food, bays free from reefs and of easy access 
to their large unwieldy bodies, etc., etc., peculiar to this 
island, which if they are forced to abandon entirely, would 
be a great loss and detriment to the colony."''*'" 
Thomson was sufficient of an observer and thinker to see 
that the oil and skin trade carried the seeds of its own 
destruction, unless controlled. 
BASS'S PROPOSAL 
It is also of interest to note the proposal postulated by 
Bass, before the "Venus" and he saUed into the Umbo on 
5 February 1803, that he should have an exclusive lease for 
seven years of the part of New Zealand lying south of a line 
drawn due east from Dusky Sound to the east coast (to about 
where Dunedin now stands); also the Bounty Isles, Antipodes 
Isle and the Snares, together with the ten leagues of sea 
around their coasts in which he would seek to establish a 
fishery. If he succeeded in establishing the industry he should 
have an extension of his lease for a further 21 years. 
As he said: 
"If I can draw up food from the sea in places which are 
now lying useless to the world, I surely am entitled to 
make an exclusive property of the fruits of my ingenuity 
as much as a man who obtains letters patent for a cork-
screw or a cake of blacking."'''^' 
Well regarded as he was, he might just have been fortunate 
enough to secure what he sought. However, the scheme died 
with him. 
SYDNEY MERCHANTS IN SEALING 
By the end of 1803 Robert Campbell ("the King of the 
Wharf"), John Palmer, Henry Kable, James Underwood, and 
Simeon Lord, the leading merchants of Sydney Town, were aU 
engaged in the seaUng industry. Their advertisements for 
men to engage in the trade appeared from time to time in 
the Sydney Gazette. We also learn from the Sydney Gazette 
and Dr. Cumpston's "Shipping Arrivals and Departures" of 
the cargoes their little ships brought in from the Strait, and 
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even more interestingly, their misadventures due to the 
elements, escaped convicts or the Americans. 
CLASHES WITH AMERICANS 
Thus we learn that on 26 December 1803 Kable and 
Underwood's schooner "Governor King" (Captain Moody) 
arrived at Sydney from Bass Strait with 37 tons of oU, 700 
seal skins and a tale of indignation and woe that almost 
caused sparks to fly from George Howe's editorial pen (or 
perhaps it was a quill): 
"In his way hither Mr. Moody . . . touched at Kent's 
Group, where the 'Charles' of Boston then lay to refit: 
From her master and crew, Mr. Moody relates that the 
greatest violence was offered to the schooner's people, 
some of whom were treated with unexampled inhumanity." 
In short, the two crews clashed over alleged sealing rights. 
The Americans outnumbered the Sydneysiders, who were 
seized and marooned on a smaU island; they were eventually 
rescued when Captain Moody agreed to take his ship else-
where.'''® 
On or about 8 October 1803 a party of convicts under the 
leadership of J. Duce (sometimes called Druce) made off 
with the Commandant's (Lieut. Bowen) boat from the few 
weeks' old settlement at Risdon Cove on the Derwent. They 
reached the Furneaux Group, and for some time were a 
nuisance and annoyance to the sealers operating there; they 
were nearly all recaptured eventually, but Duce seems to have 
remained at large or died, after having escaped again from 
custody of a sealing gang after quite a number of dishonour-
able mentions in the Sydney Gazette.'^^''^ 
BASS STRAIT "SEA RATS" 
Duce and his party were the first of the Bass Strait "Sea-
rats," as they were called, who were in the main escaped 
convicts from the Derwent. They led a lawless life, plunder-
ing the legitimate sealers, abducting native women from the 
Tasmanian mainland, whom they kept as slaves hunting and 
foraging for them, and generally making thorough nuisances 
of themselves. If things got too hot for them, they would 
either sign on or stowaway on American vessels.'''^' 
Then on 8 January 1804 the Sydney Gazette published 
an item which read, under the head note "Ship News": 
"On Friday arrived the ship Union, Capt. Pendleton, 
from New York, but last from Bass's Straits, whither she 
went to freight in skins and oil, and has procured between 
5 and 6,000 of the former. She left New York the 10th 
of October last (1802), and wintered at 'Kangaroo Island,' 
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where she staid upwards of four months, during which 
interval Captain Pendleton set about and built a small 
vessel, 30 tons burthen, named the Independence, now at 
Kangaroo Island, whither he intends shortly to sail, having 
touched at this Port only to refresh." 
Captain Pendleton is also referred to as "Pemberton" in 
some sources. In the foUowing August both ships cleared 
from Port Jackson for China.''''' 
On 1 March 1804 King reported to Lord Hobart on the 
success of individuals in procuring oU and seal skins from 
Bass Strait and the islands, and that the number of men and 
small vessels employed is an advantage to the colony. He 
also refers to approval given to Robert Campbell to build a 
vessel of 130 tons burthen, subject to a substantial bond from 
Campbell not to take the vessel outside colonial territorial 
limits.'^"' 
Further shipbuilding activities by Americans in Bass Strait 
stung King into activity, despite lack of instructions from the 
Government on his relations with foreign powers. On 26 
May 1804 he issued a Proclamation forbidding ship buUding 
in Bass Strait by Americans, pending instructions being 
received from England. Any such vessels were to be seized 
and confiscated unless the keel length was under 14 feet. He 
also referred in deprecatory terms to American vessels. 
"without permission or authority resorting to and con-
tinuing among the islands in and about Bass Strait for 
skins and oyl thereby greatly incommoding His Majesty's 
subjects."'^" 
SLAUGHTER OF SEALS 
Earlier I referred to Surgeon Thomson's fears that the 
seals would be driven away from Bass Strait. That he was 
not the only one with these thoughts is evidenced by a letter 
which appeared in the "Sydney Gazette" on 29 May 1803 
over the signature of "A well-wisher to Posterity." This 
gentleman deprecates the indiscriminate slaughter of seals 
of all ages and sexes. 
"The impolicy of killing the breeding seals will in time 
discover itself; the parties already complain of the scarcity 
occasioned by themselves, and unless new islands are dis-
covered, a new employ must be." 
Wise words that unfortunately remained unheeded. 
In the letter that Surgeon Thomson wrote to Under Secre-
tary Cooke on 28 June 1804, about the whaling industry in 
the south seas, he also had this to say about the condition of 
the seaUng industry: 
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"Besides the (whale) oU fishery, the coast abounds in 
seals. . . . These amphibious animals come on shore in 
immense numbers to feed, and to bring forth and nurse 
their young on the islands to the southward, particularly 
in Bass's StraUs. They are valuable on account of their 
fur, skin and oil. Four smaU vessels have been employed 
by people of the colony in this trade for four or five years 
past and several thousand skins have been sent as freight 
in ships for China. But the immense number of fur skins 
imported into that empire by the English and Americans 
from the north-west coast of America and transmitted over-
land by the Russians from Siberia had so glutted the China 
markets that the fine fur seal sold only for from 4s. to 
5s. 6d. per skin, a price which by no means repaid the 
New South Wales adventurer for his industry and per-
severance. 
"A better market presents itself in England. The fur is 
now generally used in making the felt from which hats are 
manufactured, and from that circumstance the price of 
sealskins in England is from 6s. to 14s. per skin. This was 
but lately known in New South Wales, and an industrious 
man (who had been a convict) sent home last year 2,000 
skins and eight tons of 'elephant' oil as an experiment. 
This oil is procured from a large, amphibious animal 
which they call the 'sea elephant'; it comes on shore only 
on an island in Bass Straits named King Island and yields 
each nearly half a ton of oil. This oil sells in England from 
£35 to £42 per ton. The seal oU bears the same price."'"' 
The "industrious man" was probably Underwood, at this 
stage. As regards the ship which took the trial cargo it is 
noted that the "Rolla" (sailed for England 20 September 
1803) and the "Dart" (sailed for Europe 24 October 1803), 
both included seal skins in their cargoes.'^^' 
CLAMP DOWN ON FOREIGN SHIPS 
On 11 August 1804 King clamped down further on the 
foreign vessels. By a Proclamation of that date he ordered 
that foreign vessels caUing at Sydney could be cleared only 
to their original destinations. Sydney was not to be a depot 
for foreign whalers and sealers and no such vessel was to be 
cleared for an intra-territory seaUng voyage. He also pro-
vided that no aliens might settle in the territory without 
previous permission and British seamen were prohibited from 
shipping with foreign vessels during the then present war. 
Several reasons were given for taking these steps, the 
chief ones being that foreigners were depriving not only the 
British sealer, but the British artisan and labourer of a live-
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lihood and that masters of foreign vessels did not scruple to 
connive at the escape of convicts in order to supplement their 
crews and sealing gangs.'^'" 
Murray, quoting from the Bonwick Transcriptions (1804), 
p. 337, states that these measures were extended to the 
Derwent by General Order dated 5 December 1804. 
AMERICANS IN BASS STRAIT 
On 14 August 1804 King wrote to Lord Hobart reporting 
on the American shipbuUding in Bass Strait and the measures 
he had taken. He mentions that the most recent case had 
occurred at Kents Bay and made the third in twelve months. 
Again he requested instructions as to the treatment of the 
vessels of foreign powers. He pointed out how pernicious 
these activities were to the public interest, and how highly 
disadvantageous to the colonists who give constant employ-
ment to 123 men, exclusive of shipbuUders and many other 
artificers and labourers which constitutes a saving to the 
Crown and an advantage to the Colony.'^^' 
On the same day King wrote to Sir Joseph Banks. Among 
other things he said: 
"Our sealing and oyling business also thrives greatly. 
One individual has upwards of 380 tons of elephant oyl 
and 20,000 fur-seal skins, 13,500 of which are sent to 
England by the conveyance that takes this" (the whaler 
"Albion," Captain E. Bunker). 
King complained about the Americans in Bass Strait and 
reveals that they have been bringing in spirits to sell to the 
sealing parties for skins which robs the true owners of the 
skins of "the fruits of their exertions."'^® 
"COLD WAR" IN BASS STRAIT 
Early in 1804 the American vessels "Perseverance" (Cap-
tain Amasa Delano) and "Pilgrim" (Captain Samuel Delano) 
arrived in Bass Strait from Boston. They were told by the 
colonial sealing gangs they had no right to operate in these 
waters. However, they declined to move on and a state of 
"cold war" ensued. 
On 17 October 1804 matters came to a head when 
Delano's men gave Joseph MurreU (an employee of Kable & 
Underwood's), master of the "Surprise," and three of his 
men a severe beating. MurreU complained bitterly to his 
employers, who in turn passed on Murrell's letter to King. 
In the meantime. King received a letter from Amasa 
Delano complaining of the viUainies of MurreU and his gang. 
King came to the conclusion that there were faults on both 
sides and, apart from using the incident to support his 
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requests for instructions about the Americans, took no 
action.'"' 
However, Kable & Underwood strongly resented a gang of 
five men, led by one Robert Pawson, who were under con-
tract to them, joining "Perseverance"; they resented even 
more the fact that the deserters took with them "a suit of 
sails and rigging belonging to a boat and a quantity of tack-
Ung and other implements." 
Such was their resentment that in the Sydney Gazette of 
11 November 1804 they offered a reward of £100 for the 
apprehension and conviction of the erring Pawson and lesser 
amounts for the other members of the gang. 
Writing to Lord Hobart on 20 December 1804 King 
reported that there were now 180 persons on the Bass Strait 
Islands belonging to Mr. Campbell and two other residents 
who were formerly under sentence of the law (Kable and 
Underwood.) 
He recommended that the British Government should 
enact legislation to protect the southern seal fishery simUar 
to that respecting trade and fishing at Newfoundland. Some 
such measure as this was needed to control the Americans 
and protect the British seamen. However, pending instruc-
tions he "cannot see that it is for me to interdict the 
Americans."'^^' 
ABUSES RAMPANT 
King had other matters to worry him arising out of the 
sealing industry. The employers cared mainly for their profits 
and little for the welfare of their men. Gangs left upon the 
islands to obtain skins and oil were frequently neglected and 
aUowed to run out of provisions. 
Then free men who had been conveyed to the Straits 
were often seized by American vessels; it was known that 
some employers were guilty of complicity in this "shanghai-
ing." 
Another abuse was the signing on of men and then leaving 
them about the settlements untU means were found to convey 
them to the sealing grounds. Such men had no legitimate 
means of subsistence and usually resorted to robbery to 
support themselves. Lastly, the wives and famiUes of men 
who had been abducted were left as a charge on the pubUc. 
In August 1805 matters came to a head, when on the first 
of that month a boat's crew arrived at Port Dalrymple from 
Cape Barren to solicit a supply of provisions for themselves 
and 20 other persons employed by Henry Kable and 
others. Relief was granted and Lieutenant-Governor Pater-
son reported the matter to the Governor. King, himself, had 
received a complaint that on 21 August a gang of men in the 
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same neighbourhood employed by CampbeU had then been 
ten weeks without provisions and languishing with cold and 
hunger. 
On 5 September 1805 a Government and General Order 
was issued forbidding free men with family encumbrances to 
engage in the fisheries unless the employers entered into 
bonds to maintain the wives and chUdren of their men with 
the usual ration until the husband returned from sealing. 
The ration was to continue until satisfactory proof was 
adduced that the sealer was dead and not abducted by any 
other vessel. On completion of engagement the sealer was to 
be returned to the place where he had been engaged. Once 
engaged men were to be maintained by the employer whilst 
waiting to be taken to the fishery. 
Shipowners were required to enter into bonds to supply 
their gangs with sufficient provisions. Instructions were issued 
to the Commandants of out-settlements to take depositions as 
to the cause of the wants of any sealing gang and to transmit 
the depositions to the Governor-in-Chief, who in addition to 
forfeiture of penalties, would give no future clearance to 
vessels of the owners of distressed gangs. Ten shillings per 
pound weight of provisions issued to a distressed gang was to 
be charged to the owners by bills drawn on them by the gang 
master before the provisions were delivered.'^'' 
As well as protecting the sealers these measures were 
designed to protect the slender food resources of the young 
settlements on the Tamar and the Derwent from unexpected 
calls upon them. 
DEARTH OF AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS 
Whilst King was enthusiastic about the sealing industry as 
a lawful means of earning a livelihood and an outlet for 
energies which might have been directed to less worthy ends, 
he was not blind to the fact that the popularity of the sealing 
trade contributed to the great dearth of agricultural labourers 
felt in New South Wales in 1805. 
Writing to Under Secretary Cooke on 1 November 1805 he 
assigns the seal and oil industry requirements as one of the 
causes of the lack of agricultural labourers. However, this 
industry is of such value as to offset agricultural labour 
needs; but unless confined to EngUsh vessels and men he 
considers American inroads could well deprive the colony of 
the benefits of the trade. 
As for agriculture, the introduction of ploughs and carts, 
and having cattle available from the Government herds, 
removed much of the inconvenience of the labour shortage to 
the really industrious cultivator.'^"' In other words it was up 
to the farmer to get himself mechanised. 
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"JOHN COMPANY'S" MONOPOLY CHALLENGED 
It would be appropriate at this stage to mention "John 
Company" or more correctly the Honourable East India 
Company, the trading colossus that was virtually an empire 
within the British Empire. The terms of its early seventeenth 
century charter gave "John Company" a virtual monopoly 
of the sea carriage trade in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. 
Whilst this monopoly had been flouted on a smaU scale 
for many years it had never faced a significant challenge. As 
exploration opened up the south-west Pacific, China-bound 
ships began to sail south-about Australia, and with the com-
mencement of the Australian seal fishery, which at that time 
regarded China as its best market, a surreptitious trade began 
between the sealers and the China-bound ships, generally at 
the fishery itself in Bass Strait.'^" 
In 1805 Robert CampbeU decided to chaUenge the East 
India Company's monopoly. He embarked in the "Lady 
Barlow" 597 casks of elephant oU, 14,000 seal skins and 
13,788 feet of timber and on 21 January 1805 she sailed for 
England via the Derwent. Campbell and his famUy saUed in 
her also.'"' 
"LADY BARLOW" SEIZED 
When the "Lady Barlow" arrived in London she was 
seized by the British Customs, and held for four months. 
At the end of that time she was released, but the market price 
of skins had fallen and Campbell lost upwards of £7,000 on 
the venture.'^^' 
In 1806 the East India Company decided that no trade 
either to or from New Holland was permissible except under 
licence from the Court of Directors, and that these regulations 
should remain in force for a period of five years from 1 March 
1807.'64' 
Sir Joseph Banks, as usual, was greatly interested in the 
possibilities of an industry that might help his beloved New 
South Wales gain a measure of economic independence. There 
is extant a manuscript dated 4 June 1806, in the handwriting 
of the clerk or private secretary of Sir Joseph, which, how-
ever, contains numerous interlineations and marginal correc-
tions in Sir Joseph's own handwriting and which is initialled 
by him. 
SIR JOSEPH BANKS' VIEWS 
The manuscript is entitled "Some Remarks on the Present 
State of the Colony of Sidney (sic) in New South Wales, and 
on the means most likely to render it a Productive, instead 
of an Expensive, Settlement." The portion relevant to this 
paper reads: 
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"The importance of the seal fishery is yet Uttle under-
stood. All seals produce oil and skins of some value. A 
certain portion of the seals of the southern hemisphere 
called fur-seals have under the shaggy hair with which they 
are covered a coat of wool almost as fine as that of the 
beaver and much more valuable than the rabbit. This, by 
the invention of a Mr. Chapman, can be separated from the 
hair that covers it and is converted into a most valuable 
raw material for hat manufacturing and possibly a more 
advantageous article to the revenue when employed in that 
trade than any other of equal value. 
"The fur of this seal wUl be coated over the sheep's-
wool body of which hats are made and convert them into 
what hatters call 'fine plates' each of which pays a duty of 
two shUlings or three shiUings to the Government. A seal 
when worth ten shilUngs will cover three or four of these 
bodies, and they clearly will produce to the revenue as 
much as its sale price to the fisherman, which it is presumed 
no other article will do. More of this kind of wool would 
be used in the manufacture of hats if a greater supply could 
be obtained. At present, the makers of shawls and other 
fancy draperies purchase a part of the stock at a high rate 
and convert it into various elegant and expensive articles— 
one of which is a cloth not a little resembling drap de 
vigogne and sold almost as dear. 
"But the fur is not the only valuable produce of the 
seal fishery. It is from one species only that fur can be 
obtained, but every species and the sea elephant in par-
ticular, produce oil in abundance, and skins fit for the 
tanner. The island of Van Diemen's Land, the south-west 
coast of New Holland and the southern part of New 
Zealand produce seals of all kinds in quantities at present 
almost innumerable. Their stations on rocks or crags have 
remained unmolested since the Creation. The beach is 
encumbered with their quantities, and those who visit their 
haunts have less trouble in killing them than the servants 
of the victualling office have to kill hogs in a pen with 
mallets."'65) 
Not only Sir Joseph Banks but the Board of Trade were 
seeking some relaxation of the East India Company's mono-
poly. When it was thought in England that the ship "Sydney" 
might have sailed with a large cargo of skins, oil and timber 
before word was received of the detention of the "Lady 
Barlow" the Board busied itself seeking a dispensation from 
the Company. However, as word had been received before 
the ship sailed, she was unloaded and some of her cargo 
despatched by the packet "Honduras."^^^^ 
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On 7 July 1806 Sir Joseph Banks had some pertinent 
observations to make on a Bill for admitting produce of 
New South Wales to entry at the Customs-house of the United 
Kingdom.'*'' 
LEGALITY OF TRADE ESTABLISHED 
As a result of constant pressure, an Act 53 Geo. I l l c. 155 
made it legal for British ships of over 350 tons after 10 AprU 
1814 to trade to and from the United Kingdom from and to 
ports and places within the East India Company's limits, 
except China. The Board of Commissioners for the Affairs of 
India had power to issue licences to those vessels under 350 
tons. 
The prohibition on vessels of less than 350 tons was 
removed in 1819 by the Act 59 Geo. Il l c. 122, when it 
became lawful for any ship or vessel owned and navigated 
by law (this would appear to include foreign vessels also) to 
trade between the United Kingdom and the Colony of New 
South Wales and its Dependencies.'6^' 
The active part taken by colonial enterprise in the sealing 
industry between 1800 and 1806 is amply evidenced by the 
following statistics taken from an official return dated 19 
August 1806 regarding imports and exports connected with 












The figures for the Colonial vessels are understandable 
when we realise that up to September 1804, two years earUer, 
Kable and Underwood orUy had brought to Sydney 31,782 
skins (and 733 tons of oil), worth together more than 
£17,000.''"" The figures do not take into account the birds 
of passage such as the Nantucket vessel "Favourite" (Captain 
Jonathan Paddock) which called at Sydney on 10 March 
1806 with 60,000 skins and then saUed for Canton on 29 
July via the sealing grounds. She arrived in Canton in 
January 1807 where she landed the incredible total of 87,080 
skins; probably the world's greatest haul of seal skins.''" 
SERIOUS DEPLETION OF SEALS 
By 1806 the uncontroUed kiUing of adult seals and con-
sequent loss of pups by starvation, on account of the deaths 
of their mothers, had seriously depleted the numbers of seals 
frequenting Bass Strait waters. The fishery became unecono-
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mic for the professional full-time sealers who commenced to 
go elsewhere. 
This is evidenced by a letter from Surgeon Luttrell to 
Under Secretary SuUivan on 8 October 1807, in which he says 
that the seal fishery is greatly on the decline and new and 
more distant islands must be discovered."^' 
However, it must not be thought that there was a sudden 
cessation of sealing in Bass Strait; the industry carried on 
there, but on a progressively lesser scale for the next 25 years 
until by 1832 it was no longer profitable to engage in it. 
In addition to the Sydney merchants, the notables of 
Hobart Town's early years such as Dr. T. W. Birch, Edward 
Lord, Denis M'Carty and James Kelly were all engaged in 
the sealing industry in Bass Strait at Kangaroo Island, Mac-
quarie Island and in New Zealand waters. L. C. Murray, 
Captain Harry O'May and Dr. Keith Bowden give very 
detailed accounts of the growth of the industry in Tasmanian 
waters and elsewhere and also of the personalities engaged 
in it. 
The Hobart Town Gazette, from the commencement of 
pubUcation on 1 June 1816, contains a great deal of infor-
mation relative to the day to day incidents of the industry. 
As regards the "Straitsmen," the descendants of the "Sea 
Rats" and sealers who cohabited with abducted Tasmanian 
and AustraUan aboriginal women (plus one Maori), their 
story has been carefully and thoughtfully told by Miss Patsy 
Adam Smith in her book "Moonbird People." 
MURRELL AT KANGAROO ISLAND 
I have already mentioned Kangaroo Island and the visit 
there of the ship "Union" in 1803, when the schooner 
"Independence" was built. In 1806, Joseph MurreU and a 
gang of six men were landed there to carry out seaUng 
operations. This I think was the same MurreU who had 
tangled with -the American Captain Delano in 1804. On 
9 April 1809 the colonial vessel "Eliza" arrived in Sydney 
ex Kangaroo Island with a cargo of 500 seal skins, 1,000 
kangaroo skins and Mr. MurreU, who had been on the island 
for three years. The provisions given the party when they 
were landed in 1806 had been expended in three months and 
thereafter they had subsisted entirely on the flesh of wild 
animals."^' 
Apart from its seals and kangaroos. Kangaroo Island 
produced a commodity of great value to the sealskin t r a d e -
salt. This preserved the skins and kept them supple; salted 
skins were worth more than dry skins by quite a margin. 
Thus, it became a regular procedure for sealing vessels to 
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visit the Kangaroo Island saU pans and embark sufficient salt 
to cure their hauls of skins. Lack of this commodity had 
caused losses to the early sealers, as for example CampbeU's 
cargo in the "Lady Barlow."'^'^^ 
"COMPLETE SET OF PIRATES" 
Sealers from Tasmania and Bass Strait (the latter often in 
veritable cockleshells of boats) worked their way right along 
the southern coast of Australia. Major Edmund Lockyer, 
who saw some of them at King George's Sound in 1827, 
called them a complete set of pirates. He said that their chief 
"den" was at Kangaroo Island."^' 
Lockyer considered King George's Sound weU situated for 
the sealing grounds and whale fishery of the south coast. He 
wrote of the important and valuable trade in fur skins and 
urged that steps should be taken to restrict the activities of 
visiting sealers, whose wholesale slaughter of the black seals 
should be stopped."® 
In 1808 the sealers discovered Foveaux Strait, and in one 
week in 1809 three vessels brought to Sydney from that 
region 45,000 skins which were worth 30s. each.'''" These 
were probably "King George" (Captain Chace), "Pegasus" 
(Captain Bunker) and "Fox" (Captain Cox), which respec-
tively arrived on 13 March, 15 March and 15 March 1809. 
However, the cargo lists total barely 35,000 skins as against 
the 45,000 referred to above."^' 
Gradually the focus of the industry shifted to New Zealand 
and the southern islands, particularly Macquarie and Camp-
bell Islands. In "Two Years in New South Wales," published 
in 1827, Surgeon Peter Cunningham, R.N., gives a lively, 
although secondhand, account of elephant seal oU winning 
on Macquarie Island. 
In 1820, while Commissioner Bigge was inquiring into the 
affairs of the Colony of New South Wales, complaint was 
made to him about the fees and duties payable on colonial 
vessels and their cargoes, and which it was claimed were 
hampering seriously the whaling and sealing industries. The 
fees and dues payable in Hobart at the time were as follows 
for colonial vessels: 
Deeds of Entry and Clearance to Port Dalrymple, 
Port Jackson or the Fishery and Islands 
Ditto Naval Officer's Clerk 
Duties on seal oU per ton (252 gallons) 
Duties on each fur sealskin 
Duties on each hair sealskin 












Wharfage on each bale, cask or package 6 
Wharfinger's fee on each of above landed or 
shipped 3 
L. C. Murray takes the view that these fees really were a 
handicap to the trade."'' 
HIGH PRICES FOR SEAL OIL 
Murray also mentions that in 1826 seal oil realised 
£27/5/- per ton in London. This was £2 /15 / - per ton more 
than black whale oil was selling for at the same period. In 
the circumstances, it is hard to understand how sealers 
aUowed valuable oil to go to waste. Many sealers merely 
took the skins from the carcases and made no attempt to 
extract the pure and limpid oil, which would have proved so 
profitable. However, the time which should have been 
devoted to trying out oil was spent in killing more seals. In 
the end, the sealers suffered for this short-sighted policy. As 
well as wasting the oU they hastened the decline of the seal 
population from which their wealth was derived.'^"' 
What may be called the epitaph of the sealing industry 
appears in the Journals of George Augustus Robinson, the 
conciliator of the Tasmanian Aboriginals in the years 1829 
to 1834. He had wide contact with the Straitsmen and 
rescued from them a number of the abducted native women. 
On 30 December 1830 Robinson lists the hauls of skins 
made by sundry parties of "Straitsmen" in the last two 
seasons. He then sets out each man's share and concludes: 
"This would average about £15 per annum for each 
man" and "it wUl plainly appear that these men cannot 
live by sealing alone."'^" 
TWILIGHT OF SEALING 
The twilight was closing in and by the end of the decade 
the industry was finished, apart from some later brief spas-
modic revivals. Sealing proved to be one of the earUest 
sources of wealth for the Colony, and it is to be deplored 
that it was due to lack of proper control by the Governments 
of the day that this trade languished and died. 
In conclusion, may I say that many of the colourful 
episodes of the sealing trade, the brave, the macabre, the 
cruel and the terrible stories, could not on account of limita-
tions of time and space be included in this paper. They are, 
however, to be found in their entirety in the works cited in 
my Bibliography, and those that are interested may find it 
well worth their while to repair my necessary omissions by 
further reading and inquiry into what I have found to be a 
fascinating subject. 
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